USS Delphyne 9906.07


Host ACTDNicke says:
<><><><><><><><><>><><><><><><>BEGIN MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><

Host CO_Grant says:
:: On the Bridge::

EOPax says:
::::in engineering

FCO_Wall says:
::steps onto bridge from TL::

Bren is now known as COspencer.

COspencer says:
::in guest quarters::

OPS_Lynam says:
::On bridge at station::

CEOLefler says:
::walking through halls rather quickly with attention held firnly by a Data Padd::

EOPax says:
::::looks at the requested upgrade modifications and wanted medical supplies::

CSOPoulos says:
:: on the bridge at sci station::

FCO_Wall says:
::sits down at FC::

FCO_Wall says:
::changes course to enter 624 repair dock::

EOPax says:
:::wonders where the CEO is:::

CEOLefler says:
*FCO*: Wall. Can you give me an estimate on how long until we are secured inside the repair dock?

FCO_Wall says:
CO: ready to move into repair dock

CEOLefler says:
::Turns corner and sees Mr Pax in Engineering::

Host CO_Grant says:
FCO: DO it

EOPax says:
:::taps on a PADD:::

COspencer says:
::replicates a fresh uniform::

CSOPoulos says:
::begins to connect to the Star Fleet databanks to download Klingon Science journals::

OPS_Lynam says:
::Working on sensor arrays, running diagnostics::

FCO_Wall says:
*CEO*: in about 6 minutes

EOPax says:
self:stupid thing...

CTO_Psion says:
::At Aux control::

EOPax says:
self:Pax just be smarting than the padd its only a machine...

FCO_Wall says:
CO: aye ::engages full thrusters::

CEOLefler says:
*FCO*: thank you. Please let me know when we are docked and locked

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: Del[hyne given priorty docking

COspencer says:
::gets dressed paying close attention to the little lines underr her eyes from staying up so late the night before::

FCO_Wall says:
::swings the Delphyne around to port side heading toward dock::

CSOPoulos says:
::connection established...  Downloading journals...::

CEOLefler says:
EO: Hello Mr pax. How are the second stage modifications going? Have the old Shield Generators been removed yet?

Host CO_Grant says:
:: Looks out the viewport, impressive sight as the Delphyne glides into the dock::

EOPax says:
CEO:Shield generators are being replaced now, other that that all systems nominal

FCO_Wall says:
::saucer section begins entering and passing dock::

COspencer says:
;:departs quarters and makes her way to the lounge for some coffee to watch the docking::

EOPax says:
CEO:Engineering teams 1 and 2 were bored, so I gave them the shield generator project

FCO_Wall says:
::slows to minamum thrusters::

Host CO_Grant says:
*SPENCER*: Captain Spencer would you care to come along on an inspection tour of the repairs in progress?

CEOLefler says:
EO: Nice work Jon

OPS_Lynam says:
::Finishes diagnostics and begins power tests::

COspencer says:
::taps her COM badge:: *CO* Yes Captain Grant I would. Where are you at this time?

EOPax says:
CEO:Thank you, sir. I try

Host CO_Grant says:
*SPENCER* On the Bridge

COspencer says:
*CO Grant*: Will be right up.. detours to TL::

FCO_Wall says:
::disengages thrusters, the Delphyne glides to a stop in perfectly in docking area

CEOLefler says:
EO: As soon as we are docked you will head over to the Stations Operation Center to direct the Station crews. I will remain mostly onboar to oversee everything from here.

CTO_Psion says:
*CEO:  Mr. Lefler I am in Auxiliary control...everything is going well.

EOPax says:
CEO:Yes sir, anything else sir

COspencer says:
::gives a tug at her tunic and steps into the TL::  TL: Bridge  ::feels the TL Move::

FCO_Wall says:
::activates moorings, and starts docking procedures::

CEOLefler says:
*CTO*: Thank you Psion. Everything is nominal across the board. We could even take an inspection from he brass right now and still look good.

COspencer says:
::the TL stops and as hte doors swish open she steps out onto the bridge::

FCO_Wall says:
CO/*CEO*: ::ships docks:: We are Docked

OPS_Lynam says:
::Finishes diagnostics::

CEOLefler says:
EO: Thats all for now. Take these specs and make sure the Repair dock follows my instructions

Host CO_Grant says:
::Turns and notices Captain Spencer has arrived on the bridge::

EOPax says:
::shows the CEO the padd on the desk:::

COspencer says:
::nods at the Captain:: CO: Captain.... ::smiles::

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: All sensor systems optimal captain.  ::Smiles at Spencer::

COspencer says:
::smiles at Fox as well..::

LtJg_Cray says:
::At tactical...checking systems over::

CSOPoulos says:
:: well I guess now would be a good time to begin the sensor diagnostic::

Host CO_Grant says:
FCO: Good job, you can take shoreleave along with your staff and anyone not needed for the retrofit

CEOLefler says:
CEO: What have you go there?

EOPax says:
::::picks up he PADD::::

COspencer says:
::moves down to the main part of the bridge::

EOPax says:
CEO:You're specs sir

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: You have the Bridge

FCO_Wall says:
CO: aye, thank you

CSOPoulos says:
::begins... will be done in about 2 min::

Host CO_Grant says:
Spencer: Ready to go on the inspection tour?

OPS_Lynam says:
::Checks status, ship not moving, crew leaving, yep all in order::  Aye sir

COspencer says:
CO:  yes, thank you.. ::follows him::

FCO_Wall says:
::closes down FC systems::

CTO_Psion says:
::Checks out emergency computer protocols::

Host CO_Grant says:
:: Gets up from chair::

Host CO_Grant says:
:: Heads to TL::

CEOLefler says:
EO: Ah yes. Sorry about that. Get going to the airlock.

EOPax says:
::::gets up from his seat:::

EOPax says:
::::exits ME, heading for the airlock::::

COspencer says:
::steps in with him:: CO: Did you have an enjoyable visit with General K'tarn?

CEOLefler says:
*CO*: I am sending Mr Pax to the station to supervise their personnel.

FCO_Wall says:
*CEO*: We are Docked and ready

Host CO_Grant says:
Spencer: The visit with Ktarn was ok

CEOLefler says:
*FCO* : Thanks Wall

OPS_Lynam says:
::Starts running diagnostics on other power systems::

COspencer says:
::thinks hte same:: CO: yes, it was ..nice.. to see him again  ::feels the TL move::

FCO_Wall says:
::gets up and walks toward TL::

Host CO_Grant says:
Spencer: Lets start with Main ENg

COspencer says:
::nods at Grant::

FCO_Wall says:
::enters TL::

CSOPoulos says:
::finishes Diagnostic ::

EOPax says:
::::approaches the air lock::::

Host CO_Grant says:
TLCOMP: Main ENg Lower deck 12

Host CO_Grant says:
::TL makes TL sounds::

CSOPoulos says:
::stands up turns off panel and heads for TL::

OPS_Lynam says:
CSO: Everything check out Mr. Poulos?

LtJg_Cray says:
OPS:  Diagnostics of the weapons and shields show no problems sir.

COspencer says:
CO: Grant, having exstensive repairs being done?

FCO_Wall says:
::exits TL heads toward quarters::

EOPax says:
:::exits into the station::::

OPS_Lynam says:
Cray: Very well

Host CO_Grant says:
SPENCER: Upgrade for defense against the Breen Energy damping weapon

COspencer says:
CO: A good thing too.. no one can withstand them without it

Host CO_Grant says:
::TL  slows to a stop::

EOPax says:
@:::begins walking to the station administors office::::

COspencer says:
::feels teh TL stop::

Host CO_Grant says:
:: walks out onto deck 12::

EOPax says:
@:::has a nice small chat with the station adminstrator::::

COspencer says:
::at his side:: CO: The ship looks as good as if not better Grant when I was here.. you are taking good care of her

FCO_Wall says:
::enters quarters changes out of uniform, into civilian clothes::

OPS_Lynam says:
::Finishes diagnostics, rocks chair to make sure bolts are tight::

Host CO_Grant says:
Spencer:Even if the war is over, many unscroupolous people might use weapons from the war to take advantage of dispossed planet populations

EOPax says:
@::::walks to the engineering department of the station::::

Host CO_Grant says:
:: walks to Main ENg::

COspencer says:
::nods back at him:: CO: Yes I agree

EOPax says:
@:::enters the engineering section,  has a clear view of the Delphyne::::

CSOPoulos says:
::enters TL:: TL: um... deck 8

COspencer says:
::expects to see Madred standing there in ME.. ::

OPS_Lynam says:
::Has an inspiration, places a comm call planetside::

CEOLefler says:
CO: Hello Captain. Nice of you stop by

COspencer says:
::holds out her hand to the CEO:: CEO: nice to see you again

FCO_Wall says:
::picks up PADD on way to door exiting his quarters::

Host CO_Grant says:
CEO:How is the retrofit coming ?

EOPax says:
@Ok people, my name is Liutenant Pax, I will be overseeing the Delphyne's refit, here are the CEO's instructions. I suggest you follow them to the letter. Any questions bring them to me

CEOLefler says:
::Shaked Spencers hand::  CO: Mr Pax is on the station. Repair crews are already on the hull installing the new shield components

CSOPoulos says:
::exits the TL:: heads for quarters..::

Host CO_Grant says:
CEO: excellent, any trouble removing the older components?

CEOLefler says:
Spencer: Ist good to see you again too

COspencer says:
::steps back listening and listening ot the hums of ME::  CEO: Thank you

CEOLefler says:
CO: None actually. The Delphyne refit have made most of the parts on this ship very compatable with new changes

EOPax says:
@:::,refit officers>

CSOPoulos says:
::enters quarters and changes into regular clothes...::

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Finishes communication and smiles::

EOPax says:
<refit officers>Yes sir

EOPax says:
@:::walks over to a console, bringing up the Delphyne specs::::

CSOPoulos says:
::grabs bowling ball bag out of closet and heads out the door::

FCO_Wall says:
::walks toward TL, enters:: TL: Engineering::

CEOLefler says:
CO: If you would like I can take you on a tour of the installation?

EOPax says:
@*CEO*Sir, ive noticed something while looking at the ship specs

CEOLefler says:
CO: That is if you don't mind a short shuttle ride. I was gonna go check out the work myself anyways

COspencer says:
::prepares to go with Grant, by moving towards the men again::

FCO_Wall says:
::exits TL, heads toward engineering::

CSOPoulos says:
::enters TL::  TL: take me to the bowling alley..

CEOLefler says:
*EO* what is it Pax?

CTO_Psion says:
*OPS:  I am detecting a small variance in our sensors.

FCO_Wall says:
::enters Engineering Looks around for Lefler::

Host CO_Grant says:
Spencer: Do you want to take a shuttle ride?

EOPax says:
*CEO*Sir, with a few internal modifications the Delphyne could be equipped with a tri-cobalt launcher sir....

OPS_Lynam says:
::Frowns::  CTO: Acknowleged

CTO_Psion says:
*CSO:  A recalibration of all sensors is needed: there is a variance being detected.

COspencer says:
::smiles:: CO: I would love to...

Host CO_Grant says:
Spencer: you go on the shutttle ride, I am going to proceed to aux control

CSOPoulos says:
TL: stop... deck 8

FCO_Wall says:
::sees Lefler, the CO and Spencer on the other side of engineering, walks toward them::

CEOLefler says:
*EO* I like the idea Pax but it will have to wait. We are on a limited  schedule and have to get to our patrol. But start work on the plans after we are done and we will get it done next time aorund

Host CO_Grant says:
Spencer: we catch up later and compare notes

COspencer says:
CO: Alright.. sounds good

OPS_Lynam says:
::Rediagnosis the sensors::

CSOPoulos says:
::the TL stops and Poulos puts the ball back in quarters and renters the TL::  TL Bridge...

EOPax says:
@*CEO*Aye sir, pax out...

EOPax says:
@:::makes a note to install a tricobalt launcher:::

FCO_Wall says:
CEO: ::calls out:: Lefler

CEOLefler says:
FCO: Wall, you up for a shuttle ride?

CSOPoulos says:
::exits TL::  *CTO* how big of a variance is being detected?

EOPax says:
@:::goes back to reviewing the Delphyne specs:::

COspencer says:
::sees Wall:: Are you to be my naviagtor?

FCO_Wall says:
CEO: sure were are we heading, wanted you have this ::hands PADDto him:: minor adjustments needed for FC systems

OPS_Lynam says:
CSO: Diagnostics show the sensors as normal, looks like we'll have to do this the hard way

LtJg_Cray says:
::Checks out sensors at tactical::

Host CO_Grant says:
Wall: Mr.Lefler wants to use a shuttle to take overview of repairs , bring everyone home in one piece

CEOLefler says:
FCO: I'll get on these as soon as we are done. We are just going for a walk around the block. Check out the repair crews on the hull

FCO_Wall says:
COSpencer: sure ::smiles::

CSOPoulos says:
OPS: well... lets get started...

FCO_Wall says:
CO: aye

Host CO_Grant says:
CEO: I will ask to see you report later

Host CO_Grant says:
:: Leaves MAIn eng::

EOPax says:
@*CEO*Refit underway sir, any time you would like this done by?

CEOLefler says:
CO: Understood sir

COspencer says:
::steps towards the main dorr of ENG and waits for Wall::

Host CO_Grant says:
:: enters TL::

COspencer says:
<door>

FCO_Wall says:
::follows Spencer::

Host CO_Grant says:
TL: Deck 4

COspencer says:
FCO: Which shuttle are we taking Bern?

Host CO_Grant says:
:: rides the TL to go to Aux control::

CEOLefler says:
*EO* You best speed. But I want quality work. I am going out to inspect the work. You are incharge

CSOPoulos says:
::begins working to locate the variance in the sensors::

OPS_Lynam says:
CSO: head down to the sensor control room, check it from there, I'll start recalibrating them from here.

CSOPoulos says:
OPS: aye...

CSOPoulos says:
::heads for TL::

FCO_Wall says:
Spencer: Shuttle No 2

CEOLefler says:
::Follows Wall and Spencer out::

Host CO_Grant says:
:: arrives at the deck of aux control::

EOPax says:
@Ok people, the CEO wants quality and speed on this project, so its double shifts....

Host CO_Grant says:
:: exits TL , heads to aux control::

COspencer says:
::can not remb which shuttle is number 2::

OPS_Lynam says:
::Begins to recalibrate sensors::

Host CO_Grant says:
::Enters AUX control::

CSOPoulos says:
TL: Sensor Control room

Host CO_Grant says:
PSION: How goes the retrofit from here?

FCO_Wall says:
::heads toward Shuttlebay::

COspencer says:
::turns to Lefler:: CEO: How long do you think hte repairs will take?

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  All goes apace and well sir.

COspencer says:
::enters the shuttle bay::

OPS_Lynam says:
::Thinks "Ahh the glamorous life of a starship captain"::

CSOPoulos says:
::exits the TL::

CSOPoulos says:
*OPS* I'm in the sensor control room

Host CO_Grant says:
Psion: Any problems with the sensors? THe new shield generators are supposed to be noisy electronically that might spill over onto sensor arrays

EOPax says:
@::::begings humming"i'm a model, and I do my little walk on the catwalk, ya on the catwalk I shake my little toosh on the catwalk"::::

CEOLefler says:
Spencer: We are well on schedule so this should only take less than an hour

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: sensors suddenly shut down

OPS_Lynam says:
:;From under the ops console:: CSO: Acknowleged

COspencer says:
::nods at him::

CSOPoulos says:
::sees the power loss::  *OPS* the sensors have just shut down!

EOPax says:
<repairteam>Pax:Sir?

FCO_Wall says:
::walks and climbs into shuttle 2.....sits down at helm, begins preparing launch sequence::

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Aye sir.  There is a slight variance coming from our sensors.  I have notified both OPS and CSO of the problem.  ::Checks computer console::

COspencer says:
::moves towards the shuttle and waits for hte men to enter:::

EOPax says:
@Oh, nothing, carry on....

OPS_Lynam says:
Self: Oh sh...::begins looking for anything amiss in the wiring::

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Our sensors have shut down now sir.

CSOPoulos says:
::pulls off the under cover of the pannel and begins nosing around for the problem...

COspencer says:
::sits down at a science console and straps in::

CSOPoulos says:
::

CEOLefler says:
::Sits next to Wall:: Wall: Hope you don't mind. I am sure you rather be sitting next to Spencer but I do have to oversee some stuff

CTO_Psion says:
*CSO:  I am reading a shut down of the sensors.  Have you cut power to them or is this an added failure on our new systems?

EOPax says:
@:::continues:::"And i'm too sexy for my car, too sexy by far"::::

FCO_Wall says:
CEO: thats fine

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Begins cursing in Ferengi::

COspencer says:
::smiles at Leflers comment as she looks over some readings on the console::

EOPax says:
@:::looks down at the console:::

CSOPoulos says:
*OPS* I have nothing to do with this sir...

CTO_Psion says:
::Starts reading a strange thought..."too sexy"...????::

CEOLefler says:
FCO: All right Bernie. Lets go

Host CO_Grant says:
PSION: have personnel in sensor room reboot them and recalibrate for the extra electronic noise

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Aye sir.

CSOPoulos says:
*CEO* Sir, the sensors have just lost all power and have shut down....  I think we need a repair team here in the sensor controll room...

COspencer says:
::looks up as Wall and Lefler prepare the shuttle for departure::

EOPax says:
@Ahh a keyboard....

FCO_Wall says:
::completes launch sequence, engages thrusters as shuttlebay door opens::

CEOLefler says:
CSO: Great timing. Alright. I'll send some one to check it out. But you might have to get your own hands dirty too

OPS_Lynam says:
CSO: Nobody's blaming you Mr. Poulos, check the power output from the sensor room to the bridge controls.

OPS_Lynam says:
::Skins knuckles on circuit board::

FCO_Wall says:
::we clear the back side of the delphyne::

COspencer says:
::feels the smoth actions of hte FCO as hte shuttle leaves the ship::

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Curses loudly in Russian::

Host CO_Grant says:
::looks at the board of sensor error diagnostics in aux control::

CEOLefler says:
FCO: All right Bernie. Take us up the spine and over the bridge

EOPax says:
@::::watches as the teams work busily:::

CTO_Psion says:
*CSO:  Recalibration of the sensors should take into account the extra-heavy energy emissions of our shield generators.  It may be causing a problem with the sensor.

CSOPoulos says:
::looks and scans with tricorder::  *OPS* it isn't between the controll room and the bridge it is before junction 32b I believe?

CSOPoulos says:
*CTO* acknowledged... I will check into it...

COspencer says:
::gases out the shutttles windoes a million miles from home and yet so close... sits back in her chair::

Host CO_Grant says:
*Poulos*: You go and Fix it now!

FCO_Wall says:
::swings shuttle around and engages course up and over bridge slowly::

EOPax says:
@:::"when I was down, I was your clown, wwhoaaaa and no body knows it..nobody knows it:::::

OPS_Lynam says:
CSO: Acknowleged, it's those new shield generators I'll bet.  Head that way I'll call you in a minute.

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: CSO Poulos finds a  pulled circuit

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Repairs seem to be going at a less efficient manner than I had reported sir.

Host CO_Grant says:
Psion: Keep at it then

CEOLefler says:
FCO: Once we are passed the bridge we should some some crewmen in EVA suits. Slowly approach them so we can see what they are doing

OPS_Lynam says:
::Slides out from under the console and pulls up a power schematic::

CEOLefler says:
Spencer: I haven't seen the outiside of this ship in months

CSOPoulos says:
*OPS* um, sir... there seems to be a circuit that is missing... it's not just burned out or shorting out... its.....gone!

FCO_Wall says:
CEO/Spencer: what a sight huh? ::as he looks out the foward window at the Delphyne's saucer section::

OPS_Lynam says:
::Pauses::

FCO_Wall says:
CEO: will do

LtJg_Cray says:
::Hears the CSO's report::

LtJg_Cray says:
OPS:  Do you think this could have been intentional?  Sabotage?

OPS_Lynam says:
CSO: Who was working down there yesterday?

COspencer says:
CEO: Yes.. I love this ship.. it looks good.. ::looks over towards where wall has his eyes::

CSOPoulos says:
*OPS* I'll have to check the logs...

CEOLefler says:
Wall/Spencer: She sure is a beauty isn't she?

FCO_Wall says:
::sees and approaches the workers, reduces speed even more::

COspencer says:
::can feel their pride::

OPS_Lynam says:
Cray: I don't know, probably just an error on somebody's part.

Host CO_Grant says:
Psion: If it was sabotage, Find and arrest the saboteur. Show no mercy

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Puts cover back on ops panel::

CEOLefler says:
*EVADUDE*: Chief to Lt. Neil. Don't worry its just me out here. How are things going

FCO_Wall says:
::shuttle speed is almost at a crawl as we pass by the workers::

COspencer says:
::gets up form her seat and moves closer to the window taking long looks at the lines of the ship::

EOPax says:
@:::::looks down at tthe panel:::Now that's stange:::see's a red box flashing the words strange:::::

Host CO_Grant says:
Psion: If it was an oversight. Then report him/her to the XO for sever extra duty

CSOPoulos says:
*OPS* I'm going to the junction....  *CTO* would you mind meeting me at energy junction 32b?

Host CO_Grant says:
severe extra duty

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Agreed sir.

OPS_Lynam says:
CSO: Acknowleged, replace the circuit when you get there.

FCO_Wall says:
CEO/Spencer: boy its be a very long time since I seen the outside of the Delphyne ::smiles::

CEOLefler says:
<LTNEIL>: *CEO* ::waves at shuttle:: everything is going great. We are just about to plug in the new unit and see if she powers up

CTO_Psion says:
CSO:  Acknowledged.

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  With your permission sir.

COspencer says:
::puts her hand on his shoulder and gives him a squeeze:: FCO: I know Bern.. I know.. ::moves back to her seat::

EOPax says:
@:::checks to see whats wrong, then finds nothing::::

OPS_Lynam says:
Self: (Andorian cursing) workmen.

Host CO_Grant says:
*poulos*: Finish up replacing the missing piece asap

CSOPoulos says:
::gets up and goes to a locker in the wall and picks up a repair kit and an extra circuit.....::

CSOPoulos says:
*CO* Aye sir...

CEOLefler says:
Wall: Alright Bern. It up to you now. ou can fly around if you want or take us back in

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Begins checking the work logs to find someone to yell at::

Host CO_Grant says:
PSION: Very good continue with your work

COspencer says:
CEO: All is well then?

FCO_Wall says:
@::continues to look out the windows::

CSOPoulos says:
::heads for the jucntion::

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Thank you sir.

CEOLefler says:
Spencer: Perfect

FCO_Wall says:
CEO: lets take the scenic route back in ::grins::

COspencer says:
::clicks her belt around her waist:: FCO OK up there Bernie?

Host CO_Grant says:
::exits from Aux control::

CSOPoulos says:
::crawls through the Jefferies tubes... remebers how much he doesn't like this::

CEOLefler says:
@Wall: Good Idea

Host CO_Grant says:
::Heads to TL::

FCO_Wall says:
::picks up speeds and shuttle manuevers away from hull and takes a large swing around to back::

CTO_Psion says:
::Leaves Auxiliary control::

OPS_Lynam says:
*Refit control*: Would you have crewman Helms report to the Delphyne bridge please.

CEOLefler says:
@::Sits back and enjoys ride::

Host CO_Grant says:
::enters the TL::

Host CO_Grant says:
TL: Bridge

CEOLefler says:
@Wall: Lets fly by the station control room. Give Pax a little scare

EOPax says:
@*OPS*Affirmative

Host CO_Grant says:
:: rides the TL to bridge::

CSOPoulos says:
::reaches the junction::

FCO_Wall says:
::you can ship the entire ship from this swing radius::

Host CO_Grant says:
::Exits the TL onto Bridge:;

COspencer says:
::chuckles at Lefler::

CSOPoulos says:
::removes the pannel... sees the empty space where the circut was:::

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: Report your status, we should be nearly finished with this refit

CTO_Psion says:
::Enters Jeffries tube and catches up to Poulos::

FCO_Wall says:
@CEO: ::luaghs:: ok

EOPax says:
@:::sends a helm officer to the Delphyne bridge::::

CTO_Psion says:
CSO:  You called for me Mr. Poulos.

FCO_Wall says:
::changes cousre::

FCO_Wall says:
@::we fly by station control at a good clip::

CSOPoulos says:
CTO: yes, this power circuit has been taken... it might be sabatoge, but that is why I called you... so you, the head of security, could look

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Begins checking commo gear again::

COspencer says:
::does not hold on tighter but does re-position her body for a fun ride::

CEOLefler says:
Wall: Let me know when we are alomost there?

FCO_Wall says:
@CEO: passing by now ::laughs::

CSOPoulos says:
::opens repair kit and pulls out replacement...::

EOPax says:
*CEO*Sir, refit is going smoothly , i'll be returning to the ship now.

LtJg_Cray says:
OPS:  I've mangaed to find three blind spots in our targetting systems due to the variance.

OPS_Lynam says:
:;has brief exchange with helm officer upon his arrival and sends him away::

CEOLefler says:
*EO*: Hey pax.......................look out your window

COspencer says:
::wonders if Fox has made plans for dinner tonight::

EOPax says:
:::Looks out the window::::

Host CO_Grant says:
COMM:Shuttle: Return to ship, we are almost done here. And we have to leave Earth shortly

FCO_Wall says:
@::waves to Pax from shuttle::

EOPax says:
self:Wha the...

CEOLefler says:
::waves at Pax::

OPS_Lynam says:
Cray: Acknowleged, do you happen to have any good news?

CEOLefler says:
FCO: Alright Wall. You heard the boss. Lets get home

COspencer says:
::hears the COM;; CEO?FCO : so much for a thrill ride.. ::dissapointed::

EOPax says:
@Ya hi Bernie, u sorry excuse for a helm officer :::grits his teeth:::

OPS_Lynam says:
CSO: Hows it going, the captain wants to leave soon and it's gonna look bad if we have to look out the porthole to see where we're goning.

EOPax says:
@::::turns around, and nods at the workers, then moves to the airlock::::

Host CO_Grant says:
*Psion,Poulos*: Is the missing part replaced yet?

FCO_Wall says:
Spencer: yep ::changes course heads toward SB entrance::

CSOPoulos says:
*OPS* almost done here....

EOPax says:
:::enters the Delphyne::::

CSOPoulos says:
*CO* just finishing up...

CTO_Psion says:
::Scans with tricorder to pick up any DNA::

CEOLefler says:
FCO/Spencer: Atleast we startled him a bit

COspencer says:
::brushes the hair out of her face sitting back in her seat::

LtJg_Cray says:
OPS:  Oh sure...we could easily target the shuttle.

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Prepares power grid for reinitialization of sensors::

Host CO_Grant says:
OPS: Recall all the personnel on shoreleave

COspencer says:
CEO: True

FCO_Wall says:
@CEO: yep ::laughs:: can just here him mutter under his breath

CSOPoulos says:
::turns off power to junction and sticks te part in the space with a 'click'::

EOPax says:
*CEO*Sir im back aboard the ship, heading to ME now

OPS_Lynam says:
::Looks at Cray:: Cray: Well, at least there's that.  :;smiles::

CSOPoulos says:
::turns the power back on...::  *CO* we should have power to the sensors right about....... now::

CEOLefler says:
*EO* Good job. Lets get the new shields powered up and on line.

CTO_Psion says:
CSO:  I need to know who has had access to this part of the ship in the past seven days.

Host CO_Grant says:
*CSO*: very good

OPS_Lynam says:
*All*: All personnel report for duty.

CSOPoulos says:
CTO: I'll check internall sensors and give you my answer tomorrow

Host ACTDNicke says:
<><><><><><><><><><><>><><PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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